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ABSTRACT

The effective deployment of materiel is one of the key problems for battle schema. The aim of this paper is to propose a method of materiel deployment which based on ontology. This method can be considered as matching problems: matching the requirement of task to the available weapon or equipment which can provide these capabilities and matching these weapon and equipment to the platforms that carry them. This paper use ontology to do definition work and the basic semantic between them, and then use SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) to set rules which can be used to reasoning the matching activities and in the end of the paper use an example to show this method is plausible.
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INTRODUCTION

The complexity and the character of real-time of modern battle make it a tough work to make a combat plan. Thus, making a practicable plans in a short time is significant to win a battle. This paper seeks a way to make suggestion on materiel deployment to help commanders make a better plan.

The American Army have had some research on deployment problems, especially on mission and means problems. The “Missions and Means Framework (MMF)” 1 2 is a basis theory focusing on materiel deployment. The theory from the ability’s aspect breaks down the relationship between the task and materiel, and describes how the materiel and tasks will impact each other when one of them changes. Another project “Task-Oriented Deployment of Sensor Data Infrastructures” also focuses on the allocation, but especially on sensor and other information source 3.

This paper proposes an allocation-method which is also based on capabilities. The allocation decision is consisted of the following three matching activities: matching tasks’ required capabilities to the weapon or equipment that provide that, matching weapon or equipment to platforms which carry them and matching the tasks’ characters to platforms which satisfy these characters. So, a key issue is that of defining sufficiently-rich representations of these various elements—tasks, missions, capabilities, requirements, weapons, equipment and platforms—to support the matching activities.
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Ontology is a specification of conceptual models. Using ontology can build formal models of the various elements that can be used with deductive reasoning mechanisms to produce matches that are logically sound. Thus, this paper’s work is based on the method of ontology.

ORGANIZATION OF THE TEXT

This paper answers why we have such a study on materiel deployment, introduce the method briefly and explain why we use ontology to get that approach. Section 2 introduces the organization of this paper. Section 3 presents the materiel deployment method model, introducing how it works. Section 4 uses OWL and SWRL to build ontology model and matching rules. Section 5 has an experiment tested to verify the method can be used to allocate the materiel to task. In the last section, we draw conclusions and suggest directions for future research.

MATERIEL DEPLOYMENT METHOD – MATCHING MODEL

The Materiel deployment method is consisted of three matching activities set, shown in Fig.1:

The first matching activities is around capability. The task’s type decides only those that provide required capability can make the task complete. And generally, it is weapon or equipment instead of platforms that decides this kind of capability. For example, here is an image reconnaissance task. It needs the capability of image reconnaissance, and it is TV camera instead of any other acoustic detection equipment or any platforms that can match this requirement. However, the TV camera cannot work alone, so the next matching activities is to select platforms which can provide energy for these weapon or equipment. However, not all chosen platforms can execute task immediately. That’s because the environment or some other task’s requirement should be considered too, i.e. mobility, environmental tolerance. For example, when the image reconnaissance task is in a wide area where the wind is strong, of course a small UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) cannot undertake this work since it may not stand such strong wind. So, the last step is to select the proper platform to ensure it can adapt all the requirement. When all matching activities end, the left weapon, equipment and platforms will be recommended as asset.
MATERIEL DEPLOYMENT METHOD ONTOLOGY MODELING

In this section, we illustrate how to use OWL to build ontology models for task, capability, materiel and related knowledge’s, and how to use SWRL to establish semantic reasoning rules on this foundation.

Establishing a Conceptual Set for Deployment Model

The aim of establishing the conceptual set is to establish a glossary for related domain knowledge. Only in this way, can make different systems have a common understanding of the knowledge, which has great significance. According to the characteristics of the matching mode, the main work of establishing conceptual set is to collect related knowledge and concepts of task, capabilities, requirements and materiel, and then classify and abstract the knowledge. To combine the top-down approach and bottom-up approach 7, finally here come the result as is shown in the Fig.2.

Establishing Properties Set

Every property is a binary relation, which stand for an abstraction of relationship between two concept’s individuals. The two concepts connected are domain concept and range concept. Here property is just like a verb, the domain concept is like a subject and the range concept is just like the object. In this way, the three parts represent a sentence which has a special semantic meaning. And by this mean, the concepts only have hierarchy structure (shown in Fig.2) can now have many other relationships, which make the concepts no longer isolate and now can always relate to another one by some relationship, which is closer to the real word. Table 1 presents some properties relate to task to make a better understanding of properties:
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Figure 2. Class of Conception.
TABLE 1. OBJECT PROPERTIES OF TASK.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class (Domain)</th>
<th>Object Property</th>
<th>Class (Range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>use Platform</td>
<td>Platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>use Weapon</td>
<td>Weapon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>use Equipment</td>
<td>Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>start Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>executionLocation</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>has Type</td>
<td>Capability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2. MATCHING RULES (PART OF).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ruled</th>
<th>Pseudo code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RuleSet1 Rule1.1</td>
<td>If (?x rdf:type Task), (?x rdf:hasTaskType &quot;AirtoGround&quot;) Then Select (?y rdf:type Weapon) Where(?y rdf:hasTaskType &quot;AirtoGround&quot;) Matching weapon or equipment to the task’s type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RuleSet2 Rule2.1</td>
<td>If (?x rdf:type Weapon) Then Select(?y rdf:type Platform) Where (?y rdf:Carry ?x) Matching weapon/equipment to platforms carry it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RuleSet3 Rule3.1</td>
<td>If (?x rdf:type Task), (?x rdf:hasLocation “Location1”), (?y rdf:type Platform), (?y rdf:hasLocation “Location2”),(</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Establishing Matching Rules

Matching rules is the key issue of materiels deployment, since these rules are the base of reasoning activities which decide how to allocate the materiel.

When ontology model and reasoning rules are prepared, reasoning engine works. This paper use Jena engine which works in Java environment. The three main Rule Sets in our methods are shown in table 2.

EXPERIMENT

Here is an air combat mission which aims to destroy a command base. The mission has been divided into three tasks: early-warning task, striking task and covering task. Now the striking commander needs to decide what to use. And the example below will show how to use the method to have a quick plan to realize the materials deployment.

As shown is Figure4, firstly, we knew a striking task for task concept and then type the striking task’s properties, including task’s capability(“AirtoGround”), fire range, task’s start time, task’s location and required minimum moving speed. Then, Jena engine will work on this striking task model to have materiel allocated for it. According to the RuleSet1, Jena will find out all materiel that provide this capability.
and have a wider fire range than the required. This results out the Missile1, Missile2, Bomb1 and Bomb2. Then, according to RuleSet2, Jena will find out the platforms

Based on the Platform List, Jena will select those platforms that satisfy the time-requirement, location-requirement and speed-requirement according to RuleSet3. As Platform2’s location exceeds the specified threshold, so it fails to match with this rule. The matching activities end here and only Platform1 and Platform3 left. Lastly, the reserved Platforms and weapon/equipment are combined as assets recommended to commander, as Asset1~Asset5.

CONCLUSION

From the example above, we can draw a conclusion that the method proposed by this paper can make contribution in materiel deployment, which provides suggestions about the materiel deployment. This is helpful for making plans in a short time. However, the matching rules mentioned are not sufficient enough to well reflect the real combat environment. In the future, we will make further combination with the real combat to build more rules to make the suggestions more reliable.
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